CHAPTER XI
CHRISTIANITY AND ISLAM
The nature  f I ^HE mutual hostility of Christians and Moslems forms
of the	I    one Of the leading themes of medieval history.   It
between A would be an exaggeration, however, to speak of them
Christianity as two great communities waging a constant war of religion*
and Islam jn ^ g^ piace> Christendom was not a united body, either
politically or ecclesiastically, and the divisions in the Moslem
world were equally distinct. Moreover, while Christians and
Moslems disputed large areas of Europe, of Asia, and of North
Africa, it was the desire for territorial conquest or reconquest
that motived the struggle. Religious animosity, indeed,
added to the bitterness of the contest; and the sense of a
common religion gave a feeling of unity to Christendom on
the one hand and to Islam on the other which would other-
wise have been lacking. But the idea of a united Christen-
dom was never transformed into a political reality; it
remained a sentiment, like the idea of a united Hellas in the
days of the Greek city-states, and for similar reasons,
In the second half of the eleventh century, the various
conflicts that were in progress may be grouped under three
heads. In the west, Islam was on the defensive, fighting a
losing battle in Spain, in Sicily, and on the Mediterranean.
Only in Spain could the religious motive be said to have
played a part; and even there it was not strong enough to
unite the Christians in a common war against Islam, or
to overcome racial distinctions and the ambition of each
kingdom for its own territorial aggrandisement. The desire
for military adventure attracted numerous recruits from
other countries, especially from the south of France, and
after the preaching of the First Crusade a certain crusading
zeal added to the attractiveness of the adventure. But it
was primarily, as it is styled in Spanisii history, a war of
Reconquest, In the east, though the roles were reversed,
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